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AB 2943 and Divine Mercy
Will California Preserve Freedom of Choice?
The California legislature tried to railroad AB 2943 through the Senate; it looked like a sure thing for
a political body intent on outlawing any moral action that clashes with the state’s LGBTQ+
juggernaut. Strangely, the bill was put on hold until August 6th. Besides giving dissenters like us
more time to pray and engage the powers-that-be, what happened?
Divine mercy. That’s what happened. 2000 years ago the powers-that-be thought they had
vanquished Jesus. Yet His death loosed a river of life that breaks the stronghold of death in every
person who calls upon His Name. The Cross is the ultimate expression of divine mercy: it set into
motion the truth that cruelties of every kind, including unjust laws like AB 2943, do not have the
final say. God turns them around in order to achieve an even greater good.
All it requires is for God’s people to prayerfully gather in humility and compassion. From San
Diego to Redding, Christian dissenters from San Diego to Redding have amplified the truth that
Jesus changes lives. Sexual wholeness outshines a ‘gay’ wedding or a ‘sex’ change any day.
For the last four months, Christians in California have displayed the glorious splendor of the
Kingdom. Wisely and persistently, weak people being redeemed by Jesus have countered worldly
thinking that threatens free speech and action—through their own stories, they have championed
citizens’ rights to choose how they will resolve gender issues.
Bethel Church Redding arose in response to AB 2943 as never before. Two members, Elizabeth
Woning and Ken Williams, both formerly ‘gay’-identified, have worked tirelessly and effectively to
engage with lawmakers in Sacramento and to rally churches throughout California to support
choice by refusing AB 2943. I met them 20-months-ago at the onset of their Bethel-based ministry
‘Equipped to Love’ (equippedtolove.com); though clear in their call, their course of action wasn’t.
Not anymore. These two are as empowered and focused as anyone in the field. Get a copy of their
booklet ‘Changed’. For such a time as this.
Two women from Living Waters in Pasadena met with the representative of a key decision-making
senator in Sacramento; they influenced her by telling their stories wisely and well. Many more
friends of mine in California who in the past have been reticent to tell the whole truth of Jesus’
work in their lives have boldly gone before cameras and large groups to make known His merciful
love in their sexual brokenness. Some have risked jobs due to LGBT+ employers. We endure
shame for love’s sake, for the joy set before us.
Faithful lawyers, orthodox clinicians, and pastors of every ethnicity have joined us at every turn to
offer wise support. There is an army of intrepid truth-bearers who are arising in this hour. AB 2943
provoked this army. This is divine mercy—God turning around injustice in order to achieve His
greater aim.
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We are undoubtedly helped by two rulings last month by the Supreme Court. Clearly now, the
highest court in our land is not inclined to any group being railroaded by the government when
legitimate and deeply held views are at stake, including a cake-maker in Colorado who could not in
good conscience bake for a ‘gay’ wedding (his resistance was honored by the court in
Masterpiece Cakeshop v. CCRC) or pro-life pregnancy centers in California who need not
advertise for abortions. (Under California law, the centers were forced to do so until NIFLA v.
Becerra.)
The implications of these decisions are huge for AB 2943. Christians have an objective yet
countercultural understanding of sexual wholeness that has been demonized by the California
legislature. If AB 2943 passes, it will make a bee-line to the Supreme Court where, in my humble
opinion, it hasn’t a chance. Can the California legislature see this? If so, did that contribute to its
delayed vote?
Divine mercy. When Jesus’ members humble themselves and offer bad things back to Him, He
turns them around and does something better. That is good news for a world that awaits the
outcome of AB 2943. Massachusetts wants to pass such a law, as does the UK and France. Will
the faithful show the world a different, better way? Maybe California will preserve freedom for
sexual wholeness.
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